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Forest fires are an increasingly relevant problem nowadays with the worsening of
global warming’s most severe consequences. These fire occurrences, that can cause im-
mense damage to forest ecosystems and have a great negative impact in peoples lives,
begin often with rekindles. These problems can be very difficult to tackle, needing to
involve a lot of people to surveil the areas at risk. A system capable of executing this
surveillance protocol and alerting the fire fighting authorities of fire and possible rekindle
occurrences would be extremely beneficial in these scenarios.
A system aiming to achieve this goal is being implemented, composed of an UAV
equipped with a multispectral camera, capturing aerial images of these areas. This dis-
sertation presents a fire detection model to be used in prescribed fires and rekindling
situations, identifying fire instances within the captured images. It makes use of the cam-
era’s various spectral bands to highlight the areas at greatest risk and of deep learning
technology to autonomously recognise these areas.
Keywords: Forest Fires, Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Network, Computer Vi-




Incêndios florestais são um problema cada vez mais relevante nos dias de hoje com o
agravamento das consequências mais graves do aquecimento global. Estas ocorrências,
que podem causar imensos danos aos ecossistemas florestais e ter um grande impacto
negativo na vida das pessoas, são muitas vezes iniciadas por reacendimentos. Estes pro-
blemas podem ser muito difíceis de combater, necessitando de envolver muitas pessoas
para vigiar as áreas de risco. Um sistema capaz de executar este protocolo de vigilância e
alertar as autoridades de combate a incêndio sobre fogos e possíveis reacendimentos seria
extremamente benéfico nestes cenários.
Para alcançar este objetivo, está a ser implementado um sistema composto por um
UAV, equipado com uma câmera multiespectral, que irá capturar imagens aéreas dessas
áreas. Esta dissertação apresenta um modelo de detecção de incêndios para ser utilizado
em situações de fogos controlados e reacendimentos, identificando ocorrências de fogo
nas imagens capturadas. Faz uso das várias bandas espectrais da câmera para destacar as
áreas de maior risco e de tecnologia de aprendizagem automática para reconhecer essas
áreas de forma autônoma.
Palavras-chave: Incêndios Florestais, Aprendizagem Automatica, CNN, Visão Computa-
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Forest ecosystems are of extreme importance for our planet’s health, and its conser-
vation are a priority. This is a task that nowadays, with global warming’s most severe
consequences such as temperatures increase around the globe, is becoming more and
more complicated to accomplish. Forest wildfires are an aggravating problem that can
also endanger people’s lives and are commonly intensified by undetected rekindles. After
a forest fire occurrence, existent fuel can later ignite due to latent heat, sparks, or embers,
and smouldering fire, usually without a flame and at lower temperatures, can be easily
unnoticed and left burning, leading to possible fire rekindles[1]. These are situations
that can be really hard to detect and represent a considerable portion of the causes of
forest fires. According to studies carried out with data collected between 1996 and 2015,
these occurrences represent more than 14% of Portugal’s forest fires known causes, with
some districts having 30% of their fires caused by a rekindles[2]. A system capable of
monitoring these forest areas and detect possible fire outbreaks, alerting the current fire
fighting operatives and preventing the fire from spreading out, can be a proper solution
to help mitigating this problem.
Recently, in the last years, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) equipped with image
acquisition equipment such as High Resolution cameras, have been of extreme impor-
tance to remote monitoring systems, mainly in the agricultural field, allowing the users
to monitor crops and fields remotely [3, 4]. The system where this dissertation is inserted
consists of an UAV equipped with a Micasense multispectral camera, capable of navigat-
ing in forest environments, and with the ability to visualise and identify the presence of
fire and the existence of future rekindles.
This dissertation will be mainly focused on a automatic fire detection module that
will receive, in real time, data from the UAV monitoring the area, and successfully detect




This document will be organised as follows:
Chapter 1 - Introduction: Explains the problem in question and the solution
proposed in this dissertation.
Chapter 2 - State-of-the-Art: Displays the various systems already implemented
to solve this and similar problems and explains the different technologies, mainly in the
area of computer vision and deep learning, that will be used to implement the proposed
solution.
Chapter 3 - Proposed Model: Describes the proposed solution covered by this
dissertation.
Chapter 4 - Implementation: Contains a thorough explanation on how the pro-
posed model was implemented and the tools used to achieve it.
Chapter 5 - Experimental Results: Displays the several results obtained with the
implemented model and presents an analysis on them.
Chapter 6 - Conclusions and Future Work: Contains a conclusion on this disserta-
tion and some proposals for work to be implemented in the future.
1.2 Problem
More conventional fire detection systems use physical sensors that, based on the
chemical properties of particles in the air, alert when in the presence of smoke and fire.
These can cause false alarms since they can be activated by cigarette smoke for example,
and are noticeably not suited for outside detection. A different approach must be taken
regarding wildfire.
The module to be implemented should be able to receive a frame collected by the
UAV’s camera and confirm the positive or negative existence of fire and rekindling.
There are currently demonstrated strategies and implemented systems capable of
approaching this and similar problems from different perspectives such as: an Early-
Warning Fire Detection System making use of a small geosynchronous telescope with
minute-scale response times[5]; Fog-assisted IoT-enabled framework for early prediction
and forecasting of wildfires[6]. These examples, despite their advantages, are not suited
for a system where the goal is to monitor wildfires in real time, detect future reignitions
while an assessment of the plantation and soil is made and fuel mass is estimated.
Focusing on the automatic fire detection module, it is important to develop a model
capable of receiving images in real time from the UAV’s point of view and classifying
them for the presence of fire and possible rekindling.
By recurring to Machine Learning technologies it is possible to have a more generic
model, that, given a certain input, provides a predicted output based on its own param-
eters. In this fire monitoring example, a network can be developed to, given a certain
2
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image, provide an answer or a confidence factor to whether or not is there fire in the input
image.
1.3 Proposed Solution
The system to be implemented will have as a goal the successful detection and predic-
tion of fire outbreaks and possible rekindles in real time, helping preventing false alarms
and improving fire fighting operatives time management. The system proposed will also
be able to help and improve the current process of fire monitoring and extinguishing. As
mentioned before, this dissertation will be primarily focused on the fire detection and
localisation module, using images captured by a multispectral camera as the main source
of data, and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to implement the proposed solution.
The model, after receiving a frame from the collected UAV’s point of view, detects the
existence of objects classified as fire and presents the user the location of every instance
within that image.
For this purpose, this dissertation will make use and be focused mainly on prescribed
fires to implement and present its conclusions. Prescribed fires are a specific type of fire,
and created intentionally to help in forest management or ecosystems’ restoration for
example. This type of fire, due to its higher level of security and accessibility (explained
in more detail in 4.2.1) will be the one used as main source of data. As such, the detection
of common fire outbreaks that are not considered rekindle occurrences will be addressed












For humans, it is considered a rather basic exercise to detect different objects and
differentiate them from each others, but for machines this can be a relatively complex
task. For the proper functioning of this system, fire must be recognised and differentiated
from other objects surrounding it.
There are already some complete algorithms in this field based on image processing
techniques such as, for example, Computer Vision based method for real-time fire and
flame detection[7] that is based on the detection of moving pixels with pre-specified fire-
colours and high frequency activity. Fire Detection Algorithm using Image Processing
Techniques[8] is based on the pixels colour, particularly the red colour, and uses image
processing filters to locate edges. Fast and Efficient Method for Fire Detection Using
Image Processing[9] is also based in fire colour modelling and motion detection.
All of these applications were manually computed, which required a considerably
amount of intensive work, and lack a higher level of generalisation, which may lead to
certain difficulties when applied in much wider scenarios. These applications, in the last
few years, have been proved to be not as efficient and accurate in these fields as methods
resorting to Machine Learning algorithms.
A variety of machine learning algorithms and technologies will be analysed and dis-
cussed in this chapter since, as mentioned before, can be a powerful tool in the scope of
this project.
This chapter is organised in the following sections:
Section 2.2 offers a bit of context regarding image acquisition and analyses distinct
options of collecting this type of data. The section 2.3 introduces some commonly used
classifiers in the object detection field that can be appropriate in the proposed solution’s
implementation. However, since Neural Networks classification have had a bigger impact
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in this field in the last few years, this will be separately addressed with a little more detail
in the next section.
The section 2.4 presents the main concepts regarding Convolutional Neural Networks
and object detection as well as a variety of architectures already implemented. The
chapter concludes with an analysis of the technologies presented in the above sections
for a better understanding of how these can be included in the proposed solution.
2.1 Introduction on Object Detection Concepts
The problem and therefore, the presented solution, fits in the scope of Computer Vi-
sion, which is a promising field that aims to build autonomous systems with behaviours
similar to the human visual system [10]. In order for a system to perform any kind of com-
puter vision work, it needs to be capable of receiving visual data like 2 Dimensions (2D)
images, extract enough information from it, and perform a task based on the processed
information.
Interest in computer vision triggered in the 1960s with Larry Roberts research on pos-
sibilities of extracting 3 Dimensions (3D) geometrical information from 2D perspective
views of blocks[11]. This was later applied in real images instead of blocks, for possible
usages in the real world. However, these methods were quite inefficient sometimes, being
too specific and having difficulties adapting to different objects and environments.
This drastically changed with the arrival of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), with
the possibility of a widely diverse training and therefore, an ability of adapting itself to
distinctive scenarios. More specifically, Convolutional Neural Networks have been in the
last few years a major breakthrough in the field of Computer Vision.
Systems based on Computer Vision methods are already applied in many fields such
as autonomous navigation [12], objects and patterns recognition, and as mentioned in 1.2,
can also be applied in fire detection.
2.2 Image Acquisition
In order to apply computer vision methods in the already described problem, firstly
it should be discussed what kind of data will be analysed, what kind of patterns will be
studied by the later applied networks. There are several different types of image data
that can be interpreted and useful for fire detection and localisation. Even though the
most basic and commonly known is Red Green Blue (RGB) image data, recorded by high-
quality digital cameras, other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum like Near InfraRed
for example, may be very useful and even mandatory in these fields. It is important to
have some knowledge about the electromagnetic spectrum when addressing image data
acquisition methods to be applied in a fire detection system, mainly the different types of
waves (more specifically visible and InfraRed) and how these are measured. The visible
light section on the electromagnetic spectrum, with wavelengths between 380nm and
6
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750nm is measured by the reflection of solar radiation in the object under consideration.
The Near InfraRed (NIR) and Middle InfraRed (MIR), in spite of having bigger wave-
lengths than the visible spectrum, are still measured in the same way, contrarily to the
Thermal InfraRed (TIR), that are measured by the emitted radiation by the object under
consideration, which to humans is sensed as temperature[13].
2.2.1 High Resolution Camera Acquisition
High resolution images, captured by high resolution cameras, are capable of retaining
more information, compared with lower resolutions, due to its higher quantity of pixels
per inch (ppi). With more pixels, these images possess a greater amount of data and can
introduce additional detail that may present itself relevant to some computer vision tasks.
This type of image acquisition is relatively common in object detection as it can be seen
from the examples [14–16].
However, it is important to mention that, despite the common usage of these cameras
in object detection, the images acquired are usually scaled down to a lower and fixed
resolution. Smaller images are usually a better option in classification since their reduced
amount of data enables faster and therefore more efficient training times, without losing
useful information.
2.2.2 Multispectral Camera Acquisition
A Multispectral camera is able, in addition to collecting red, green and blue wave-
lengths of light, to collect wavelengths that fall outside the visible spectrum[17] such
as NIR, MIR and even TIR. It usually contains between 3 and 5 spectral bands of over
100nm and its data is mainly based on the comparison between light energy reflection of
objects, and surrounding objects. Despite this, there are two distinct kinds of Multispec-
tral sensors[18]:
• Modified Sensors: These are standard visual sensors applied with special filters
and with the ability to collect 3 spectral bands simultaneously. These filters allow
various combinations of spectral bands, making it possible to capture data not only
on the RGB bands but also RG-NIR for instance.
• Multi-Band Sensors: In contrast with the Modified sensors, the Multi-Band sensors
are designed precisely for Multispectral data, containing one sensor for each spectral
band. By collecting all the bands’ data at the same time, the various combinations
are attainable without the need to change filters and lose part of the data.
Even though a Multispectral sensor is able to recover RGB data, it is important to refer
that visible light, in some cases, may not be the optimum medium with which to detect
fire since visible flames can be obscured by excessive amounts of smoke. RGB imaging,
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just like the human visualisation system [19] can be sensitive to visible light and be
deceiving due to variations in light conditions, such as reflections. However, there is still
a fair amount of implemented work in the fire detection field with the use of RGB imaging
[7, 8]. In figure 2.1 there is an example showing the advantages that multispectral images
can provide to fire detection, by comparing the same scenario in an RGB and TIR image.
(a) RGB image of buried fire (b) TIR image of the same buried fire
Figure 2.1: Comparison between a smouldering fire example in a RGB image in 2.1a and
TIR image in 2.1b.Adapted from[20].
Since thermal imagery is considered ideal for the detection of sources of extreme tem-
peratures, there is already a certain variety of approaches to fire detection and monitoring,
making use of NIR and TIR spectral bands. Some examples are: Hybrid Contextual wild-
land fire detection in thermal images [21], NIR modified sensor for fire detection and
monitoring [19] and classification of potential fire outbreaks based on thermal images
[22].
Multispectral images are also currently used in many other fields, some of which are
Agriculture[23], for a more effective crop management for instance, and Medicine[24], to
evaluate certain body parts by making use of specific wavelength’s properties.
2.2.3 Hyperspectral Camera Acquisition
A Hyperspectral sensor is similar to the Multispectral, but it includes a larger number
of narrower bands (it can have more than a thousand bands), enabling a bigger spectral
precision. These bands are usually ranged between 10 and 20nm and do not have specific
names in contrast with the Multispectral ones. These sensors accuracy is very advan-
tageous by comparison with a Multispectral sensor. However, its enormous number of
different spectral bands so close to each other can generate a certain amount of redun-
dancy and may become a considerable disadvantage in the subsequent data analysis.
Hyperspectral images, like the Multispectral, have also many diverse applications
such as, for example, mineral exploration[25], due to its contribution on the evaluation
8
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of physical-chemical conditions and geochemical evolution of hydrothermal fluids, and
forensic science[26] because of its minimum risk of contamination and destruction of
traces.
Due to their unique spectral signatures, Hyperspectral sensors are also used to classify
vegetation and detect target species, being really useful in the forest monitoring field [27].
They have also specifically proved utility in fire related applications, showing capacity
of retrieving valuable sensory data to fuel estimation, and fire severity and ecosystem
recovery in the post-fire phase[28].
2.3 Machine Learning Classifiers
Classification in Machine Learning, as implied by its name, is the act a computer
performs when assigning class labels to input instances. A system, in order to have a
model able to perform this task, learns through an input data set that ideally, is well
balanced and can represent real world scenarios[29].
For the problem in question, as already mentioned in 1.3, the objective will be a model
able to classify the existence of fire in a given image. There is a wide variety of classifiers,
each with their own advantages and disadvantages, that are more suited for certain types
of classification problems. In this section, some Machine Learning Classifiers frequently
used in object detection will be presented, such as Random Forest (RF), Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) and ANNs. However this last one, given its importance in the field and
its greater complexity, will be presented in more detail in the next section.
2.3.1 Random Forest
Before an in-depth analysis of this classifier, the concept of Decision Tree should
be explained. A Decision Tree is a classification tool with a tree-shaped structure and
different nodes performing specific tests on specific attributes. The executed tests have
as outputs one or more branches and each of the tree’s final nodes are associated with a
class label. Following this structure, an instance starts its classification at the root node
and after the specific attribute is tested, the instance follows the resulting branch to a
next node and repeats this process until a class is assigned in a final node.
The RF classifier is composed of a large set of decision trees and it is mainly based on
the concept that, through a bigger number of uncorrelated models working for the same
goal, the overall model will become more robust and surpass its individual components
(decision trees). Each individual tree predicts a class for a given input and all the output
classes are compared, with the RF classifier’s prediction being the class with the highest
number of occurrences. By having a substantial number of trees, even when some have
poor results, the majority will succeed and consequentially allow this classifier to follow
the correct direction and deliver the appropriate prediction. However, for these decision
trees to have some distinctive trait that results in different predicted classes, they can’t
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be entirely correlated. In order to achieve these individual characteristics, usually, the
training set of each tree is lightly modified with random replacements from the same
set, and the test’s possible features in each tree’s nodes are also randomised, resulting all
together in greater diversity[30].An example of this classifier is presented in figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Random Forest example[31].
This method can perform in parallel machines enabling it to achieve lower training
times, it is very versatile with the tasks it can perform and has also a high success rate
even when in presence of an unbalanced data set. However, it does not perform as well
with larger data sets, requiring a lot of memory, and it can also easily overfit, which can
be considered as a huge disadvantage[32]. This classifier is relatively common in the
field of image classification and even fire classification, being used for example, in a fire
detection system for fire surveillance in various environments[33] and in a multispectral
ensemble for forest disturbance detection[34].
2.3.2 Support Vector Machines
SVM is a type of data classification algorithm that classifies an instance based on
Hyperplanes localisation. An Hyperplane (N-1 dimensions) is a decision boundary that
defines in an N-dimensional space whether a data point belongs to one class or another,
depending on which side of this plane the example is. In order to achieve the best plane
for the given data set, it is necessary to have the maximum distance (margin) between the
plane and the support vectors. These data points that are closer to the Hyperplane are
the ones that help define its alignment. An example is presented in figure 2.3.
However, in a real life scenario, the data set may not be linearly separable, as shown
in the example, and the use of the kernel trick is required. The kernel trick is a process
where a symmetric function called Kernel Function is used to map the data set into a
10
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higher dimensional space where it is possible to attain a linear Hyperplane[35]. In figure
2.4 can be seen an example of the kernel trick process.
Figure 2.3: Maximum margin separating hyperplane within a two-class separable data
set example[36].
(a) Non-linearly separable data in original
2D space
(b) Linearly separable data in transformed
space
Figure 2.4: Kernel Trick example.Adapted from[37].
The SVM classifier is suitable for more generalised data sets, avoiding recurring over-
fiting, and it performs better when dealing with multi-dimensions and continuous fea-
tures[29], proving itself to be an appropriate choice for image classification. Despite this,
it does not perform so well with larger data sets, nor with data sets with great amounts
of noise[38].
This classifier and similar variants[39] are frequently used in object recognition like




Histogram of Oriented Gradients: Histogram of Oriented Gradients[42] or HOGs can
be of extreme importance for object detection scenarios and, despite not being a classifier,
is often used alongside them, particularly with SVM. HOG is an algorithm arranged to
detect different sections of the input image that present the possibility of having an object
to classify within them. These types of algorithms are often called feature descriptors.
This particular feature descriptor is computed for each cell (the image is divided
into connected regions called cells) of the image and extracts the gradient directions
of the pixels, or in other words, the edge orientations, and returns an histogram with
these extracted values. Each HOG descriptor is later fed to a classifier responsible of
determining the presence of a given object[43].
2.4 Convolutional Neural Networks
2.4.1 Introduction on Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a machine learning algorithm inspired by a
brain’s structure capable of solving very diverse and complex problems. It is organised
by multiple different layers, each composed of multiple nodes called neurons that are
usually connected to other nodes from the previous and next layers. The first and last
layer are the input and output layer respectively and the inner layers, since they are not
visible nor reachable, are called hidden layers. Each connection between neurons has a
weight that can be a negative, representing an inhibitory connection, or positive value,
representing an excitatory connection, reflecting the importance of the input neuron to
the output one.
Figure 2.5: Artificial Neural Network example[44].
Despite the existence of two main groups of Neural Networks, Feed-Forward Neural
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Networks and Feed-Backward Neural Networks, only the latter will be explored in this
dissertation, since this category of neural networks utilises backpropagation systems to
alter and rectify the networks weights in order to achieve the most accurate outputs.
There are a number of different types of ANNs, distinguished by their type of layers,
and with different objectives, capable of achieving better results in specific work fields,
such as for example the Recurrent Neural Network which can be very efficient in text-to-
speech conversion technology. Since the proposed module inserts itself in the computer
vision field, a more suitable type of ANN for object detection will be addressed, called
Convolutional Neural Network.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a certain type of neural networks distinc-
tive by their specific hidden layers, such as the convolutional layers. These are usually
present in projects regarding computer vision and object recognition, but can also be
used in other fields such as natural language processing[45]. The image data and net-
works input is usually represented by a tensor, that is essentially a generalised matrix, an
N-dimensional data structure. CNNs were proven a few years ago to be extremely effi-
cient in image classification and object recognition by showing higher image classification
accuracy on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge[46–48].
For a better perception of how these networks work and how are they included in the
scope of Artificial Neural Networks, there are some concepts that need to be understood
first. This background information regarding CNNs and ANNs will be explained in the
following subsections.
2.4.2 Training
Training is the action any ANN performs when it is expected to change its outputs
and therefore, change its weights, which are responsible for the networks capacity of re-
sponding accordingly. To achieve weights that are suitable for the implemented network,
a lot of iterations are necessary, the network needs to practice to learn from experience,
and therefore, it needs a large amount of data to be its examples, the training set.
There are two more important data sets besides the training set, these being the
validation set and the test set. The validation set is composed of a series of images to
evaluate the network while the training is occurring. After each time the network runs
over the entire training set, this set is presented to the network so the model can evaluate
itself and conclude over its performance. The test set is also composed of a series of
images to evaluate the network, but is only presented to the model after the training
phase is complete. This set serves to perform a final evaluation of the model, and should
be composed of unique and different images from those present in the other sets, and
with all the variety of classes that the model can be presented with, when facing real
world problems.
It should also be clarified what exactly is an iteration. Each time the network receives a
new input from the training set, a forward pass through the network is performed and an
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output with a prediction is obtained and compared with expected values. By making use
of a loss function, the loss of the prediction is determined, in other words, it is generated
a value that quantifies the predictions’ accuracy.
After this process, Back Propagation is performed, and the networks weights are
changed in accordance with the loss value. In order to obtain weights that minimise
the networks loss, an optimisation algorithm is necessary. The most commonly used
is Gradient descent and some of its variants. This algorithm iteratively moves in the
direction of steepest descent that is defined by the negative of the gradient (presented in
figure 2.6).
Figure 2.6: Gradient Descent visualised[49].
When the current backward pass is over, an iteration is completed and the model
repeats the process for the next input image. Initially, the Neural Networks weights are
random, but after each iteration performed, the network slowly changes its parameters,
aiming to achieve the most accurate outputs.
When training a neural network, it is crucial to keep monitoring the test and valida-
tion results to avoid possible overfiting. Overfiting may occur when the training set lacks
diversity or it is run over too many times, forcing the network to become so specific that
can only acknowledge the training set and is not able to classify properly any given image
outside of it. This common problem can be detected when the validation results start
diverging from the training results, showing worse results than before, while the training
results continue to improve. It can be prevented by penalising the model (loss function)
in the training phase proportionally to its weights magnitude or by just simply reducing
the complexity of the network and increasing the training set.
2.4.3 Classification and Segmentation
After the networks training is complete, this should be able to classify an image
properly, by receiving its data and returning an array with the values corresponding to
the level of confidence in the presence of an object belonging to every existent class.
There are other tasks besides classification, that can be performed by a CNN in
the scope of computer vision, with different complexity levels:
14
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(a) Classification (b) Semantic Segmentation
(c) Instance Segmentation
Figure 2.7: Image Classification examples. Adapted from[50].
• Semantic Segmentation: When a network performs Semantic Segmentation, it
identifies and labels all the pixels belonging to the same class, enabling the lo-
calisation of the classified object.
• Instance Segmentation: In instance segmentation, just like in semantic segmen-
tation, the pixels from the same class are labelled, but if there is more than one
instance from the same object, these are also taken into consideration, and labelled
separately. Each instance from the same class is localised and identified as a distinct
element.
It may be observed in figure 2.7 the differences between these tasks, where firstly
the image is only classified as having an object of the class fire in it, secondly is is also
identified where in the picture the fire pixels are located, and thirdly, it is identified the
existence of different burning areas and localised these areas’ pixels within the image.
2.4.4 CNNs Layers
In order to acquire a better understanding on how CNNs are structured and what dif-
ferentiates them from other types of ANNs, some in-depth explanation will be presented
regarding its architecture, the different behaviours of each CNN layer and the dynamics
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between them. By examining the figure 2.9, it is possible to have a better overview of the
CNN architecture.
2.4.4.1 Convolutional Layer
The Convolutional Layer is composed by a number of nodes, each of them being
a mask called "filter", that are firstly composed of random weights. These masks will
be applied to every input of the network trying to extract information from the input
image, generating a Feature Map consisting of just a small part of the image’s relevant
information.
In the convolution process, when the filter matrix, also called kernel, is applied to a
given input value, the matrix weights are multiplied by the input values corresponding
to the same positions in both matrices. The sum of these multiplications is the corre-
sponding output, and the filter proceeds to slide to the next position on the input matrix,
repeating the same process to the input matrix values and thus obtaining output feature
maps.
In figure 2.8 it is represented a simple example of a convolution, where the filter
(middle) is being applied to the input image red value (left), resulting in the red value
of the output image on the right. In this case, a one dimensional matrix is exemplified.
However, in an RGB image for example, there are three channels (dimensions), which
require three masks, and three feature maps are acquired.
CNNs are named after this layer since this is what better differentiates them from
other types of ANNs. It also explains why CNNs are so frequently used in Computer
Vision, since it detects certain types of shapes and patterns by using these filters, which
can later lead to a more complex object detection. Just like in most ANNs, a greater
complexity level can be obtained by using a larger amount of layers. Ideally, by adding
more convolutional layers to these networks, they will be more likely to detect specific
objects other than just simple lines or shapes.
Figure 2.8: Convolution example. Adapted from[51].
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2.4.4.2 ReLu Layer
The Rectified Linear Activation Unit (ReLu) is a non-linear activation function that is
used instead of for example, the sigmoid function, since the data that is treated in these
kind of problems is usually non-linear. This function avoids easy saturation and returns
the exact pixel value if this is positive, and zero if the input is negative. Despite not being
considered exactly a layer, every different feature map needs to be passed though it.
2.4.4.3 Pooling Layer
This layer is usually applied after the non linearity and its goal is to reduce the infor-
mation obtained in each feature map to the most crucial extracted features. This process,
called down sampling, involves the extraction of a different version of the layer’s input
with the same amount of valuable elements and lower resolution. This is a necessary step
to be taken in a CNN, since the input image can suffer some changes regarding its posi-
tioning and consequentially have different feature maps extracted, despite these features
being positional invariant.
2.4.4.4 Fully Connected Layer
Frequently the last layer in these networks, the Fully Connected layer, presents the
CNN’s output composed by the various values, representing the level of certainty of
the given network’s input to belong to each one of the computed classes. In this layer,
similarly to what happens in common ANN’s, the different features detected previously
are received as inputs and the image is classified according to the pre-existing labels[52].
It should also be mentioned that a softmax activation function is used to produce an
output value between 0 and 1.
Figure 2.9: Convolutional Neural Network Structure[53].
2.4.5 Frameworks
There are a number of different architectures based on CNNs and in order to be chosen





One of the first object detection frameworks to be implemented, this solution emerged
to prevent the unknown number of objects to detect from being a problem. It generated,
through selective search, 2000 Region Of Interests (RoIs) that are afterwards converted
to an RGB image, fed as input to a CNN and classified by a SVM classifier (explored in
figure 2.3.2) to predict the presence of a specific object. Although this was considered a
rather fast algorithm when implemented, it still took 47 seconds to classify a given image
on a GPU, since the CNN’s pass throughout all the object proposals is executed without
sharing computation resources[46].
2.4.5.2 Fast R-CNN
Built upon previous work, Fast R-CNN tried to improve detection accuracy and its
speed, achieving nine times less training speed than the regular R-CNN architecture.
This was accomplished by, instead of feeding the CNN with every one of the 2000 region
proposals and execute an equal number of convolutions, the image is directly analysed by
the CNN, having the convolutional operation done only once. After finishing the convo-
lutional and max pooling layers processes, the convolutional feature maps are extracted.
With these, the region proposals are identified and later fed to the fully connected layer.
Every RoI has two output vectors associated, one with the class label (softmax probabili-
ties) and the other with per-class bounding-box regression offsets[54].
2.4.5.3 Faster R-CNN
In order to achieve even shorter classification and detection times, the Faster R-CNN
algorithm eliminated the selective search in the process, and instead utilises another
network, the Region Proposal Network (RPN) specifically to propose candidate objects’
bounding boxes. This architecture has a very similar structure to Fast R-CNN’s, and
produces as well two different vectors associated with every region proposed. By using
the networks ability to learn the region proposals and saving the time spent on the
selective search process, this architecture became faster (7 Frames Per Second (FPS)) and
capable of executing objects detection in real time[55].
2.4.5.4 YOLO
You Only Look Once (YOLO) algorithm, just like its name suggests, does not require
the use of regions of interest to localise any object successfully. Instead, it is only applied
a single convolutional network to predict object bounding boxes and their respective
probabilities in one evaluation. The input image is initially split into an SxS grid, in
which every cell has a fixed number of bounding boxes that, after being classified by
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the CNN, have probability and offset values associated. If a bonding box has a higher
class probability value than a given threshold, its object is classified. This architecture is
extremely fast compared with previous architectures, managing to achieve speeds of 45
FPS [56].
2.4.5.5 SDD
The Single Shot Multibox Detector, similarly to YOLO, utilises a single network and
even excels it in terms of speed and accuracy. It makes use of a default set of bound-
ing boxes, rather than predicting them, with predicted category scores and box offsets
through small convolutional filters applied to feature maps [57].
2.4.5.6 Mask R-CNN
As an extension to Faster R-CNN, the Mask R-CNNs architecture is fairly similar, but
with its new primary goal being instance segmentation. As output, besides the class label
and bounding-box offset for each candidate object, it is also returned a binary mask for
each RoI. Firstly the object’s bounding boxes are proposed by the RPN network and, while
the class and box offset are obtained, the mask for each region is predicted by applying a
fully convolutional network that classifies all the bounding box pixels as either object or
background [58].
2.5 State-of-the-Art Observations and Conclusions
The background information and methods presented above shall be compared and
discussed for better decision-making on the proposed system.
2.5.1 Image Acquisition
By using the most appropriate data acquisition method for distinguishing fire and
soil characteristics, there is a greater ease in the development of the module proposed,
since the network will have better and more specific patterns to recognise. It is essential
to analyse spectral bands in and outside of the visible spectrum to acquire a broader set
of data, capable of highlighting possibly relevant characteristics for this application. As
mentioned in 2.2.2, there is already some fire related work making use of RGB, NIR, MIR
and TIR, emphasising the possibilities and advantages that using these spectral bands
can bring to the proposed solution.
Both Hyperspectral and Multispectral sensors can retrieve information concerning
these spectral bands. Hyperspectral sensors are presented as a more meticulous version
of Multispectral sensors by being able to retrieve more specific data, but their complexity,




As mentioned earlier in 2.3, some of the classifiers reviewed in this chapter, despite
the importance they had in object detection, are not as relevant to this field nowadays as
Convolutional Neural Networks. However, even just regarding CNNs, there are several
different parameters and architectures that need to be discussed.
By comparing the various CNN architectures it is possible to detect obvious differ-
ences, mainly concerning performance and speed. Speed is a very significant aspect and,
in some real time systems depending on limited timings, having detection times as short
as possible can be crucial. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that for fire detec-
tion, although the module classification’s speed is of extreme relevance, its accuracy is of
equal or even greater importance, in order to avoid miss-classifications and consequently
false alarms.
The module to be developed should also be able to detect objects from more than one
class as it may prove to be an advantage in the future (smoke detection for example) and
detect where in the image the various classified objects are. In other words, it would be
ideal to have a system capable of classifying and localising, and of performing Instance
Segmentation. The Mask-RCNN method, from the ones listed above, is the only one
capable of performing instance segmentation, making it the most appropriate method for
fire recognition. Nevertheless, a benchmark is still displayed in section 5.1 to assure the











The objective of this dissertation is to implement an automatic fire detection module with
the use of machine learning algorithms to help fighting and preventing wildfires. The
proposed model, as displayed in figure 3.1, is a classification system focused on present-
ing the user an accurate fire detection within a given image or, if intended, present the
areas where rekindles are more likely to be triggered. It makes use of an object detection
framework, the Mask R-CNN, which was carefully selected to perform the classification
and localisation processes. In section 5.1 it is minutely presented the framework selection
process and the results that support the preference for this framework in these circum-
stances.
This model can be divided in two major processes, prescribed fires detection process
and rekindle detection process, both explained in this chapter. The prescribed fires
detection process will essentially receive an image in real time from an already established
spectral band, detect the presence and location of fire instances and save an image with
coloured masks around burning areas. The rekindle detection process, on the other hand,
will receive the same image in the thermal band and in another spectral band, detect
areas at higher temperatures where rekindling is more likely to initiate and, in the end,
also return an image with coloured masks around these areas. When operating with the
model, the user has the option between running the first process or the second.
In fire detection and classification, when using data collected by a standard RGB
camera, the amount of smoke in the air can have a negative impact in the overall per-
formance. It can seriously block the aerial view preventing a classification model from
detecting accurately the fire location within the captured images. The presented model
was implemented making use of multispectral imagery which can mitigate this obstacle,
with some spectral bands being mainly used for capturing sources of high temperatures.
Multispectral sensors are also not as sensitive to light conditions as RGB, suffering less
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Figure 3.1: Proposed model structure, divided in two main processes, prescribed fires
detection and rekindle detection.
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from reflection occurrences.
An UAV equiped with a Multispectral camera with five high-resolution narrow bands
integrated with a calibrated radiometric thermal sensor collects aerial multi spectral im-
ages from the field, which are used by the model as input. The proposed model performs
the detection processes in images from the Red Edge, Near Infrared or Infrared (thermal)
bands. These bands were considered the most appropriate and were selected to integrate
in the model, mainly due to their low smoke sensitivity, unlike the RGB ones. The Red
Edge and Near Infrared bands, as it can be observed later in 5.3, are able to capture the
data, highlighting fire instances and ignoring almost entirely the presence of smoke that
would, otherwise, block the view. The Thermal channel, on the other hand, is able to
display all high temperature areas, which can be used to confirm fire occurrences and
detect areas that despite not being burning, may originate rekindles in the future.
The model also needs to receive as input an HDF5 file containing the weights to the
network trained with and to a specific spectral band. This weights file has a key role
in these processes as it provides the network the connections values between neurons,
essentially determining the networks behaviour. For example, the HDF5 file obtained
by training the network with Red Edge imagery is only appropriate to detect fire in Red
Edge images. To classify an image from a different band, a different weights file would
be necessary. The process implemented to collect this input files is further explained in
4.2.1.
3.1 Prescribed Fires Detection
The Prescribed Fires detection process performs on a single image, receiving this and
a single HDF5 file with the appropriate network’s weights as inputs. This process can
also be structured in two different sections, the detection section and the overlapping
section. The detection section is responsible for localising possible fire occurrences within
the received input image and the overlapping section for rearranging all the elements
received from the previous section with the image and returning the model’s final output.
In the detection section, the Mask R-CNN model runs in inference mode through the
input image with the given weights and detects all pixels belonging to burning areas. It
generates bounding boxes around the RoIs as well as binary masks within the bounding
boxes with 1 values representing the detected object and 0 values representing anything
outside that class instance. This block returns as output four arrays with data regarding
the masks surrounding the detected fire areas: rois with detection bounding boxes, masks
with instance binary masks, class_ids with class integer identifiers and scores with float
probability scores.
Due to encoding differences between the original input images collected by the MicaS-
ense camera and the standard accepted format in the overlapping section, the received
image has to be properly adjusted. The original image loses bit depth, changes its number
of channels and is then introduced as input in the next section. It occurs simultaneously
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with the detection section, which makes use of the original input image, and it is only
relevant to the overlapping section.
Upon receiving the adapted image, as well as the arrays, the overlapping section is
responsible for arranging these elements in a way the user can understand, by overlapping
them. A diagram of this process is displayed in 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Overlapping process structure.
Having the masks and image on the same plane is an important step to enable vi-
sualisation but also crucial to, in future implementations, calculate the burning areas’
actual sizes and displacements with geographic coordinates conversion. However, despite
its current relevance, the visualisation step may become eventually unnecessary if this
model is used, for example, to measure and study burned ground areas, where all the
operations necessary can be performed after the overlapping section, without the need
to display the classified image. With access to the UAV’s altitude and focal length it is
possible to convert the pixel sizes to meters and conclude about the detected instances’
areas. This is exemplified in figure 3.3.
This section makes use of its input image and overlaps it with the previously computed
masks and RoIs. It delineates in the image every RoI and within each one, assigns every
pixel classified as a fire object the same random colour. It also prints next to every instance
its class name, "fire", and its detection confidence value in percentage.
When this section is over, the prescribed fires detection process provides as final
output a PNG file with the initial input image coloured in all the areas where fire was
detected.
3.2 Rekindle Detection
The Rekindle Detection process, contrary to the Prescribed Fires Detection process, re-
ceives the same image in two spectral bands, the thermal band and the Red Edge or Near
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Figure 3.3: Instance Area exemplified.
Infra Red. The thermal band is necessary to collect the high temperature areas and the
other band (Red Edge or Near Infra Red), as explained earlier in this chapter, is the most
appropriate at displaying the burning areas locations. It also receives as input two HDF5
files with the network’s weights to perform the mask detection on both spectral bands.
It is divided in three sections, the same Detection and Overlapping sections like in the
previous process and the Rekindle Prediction section. The Detection section is performed
for both input images, one after another.
Having access to the image’s thermal band is essential for an appropriate rekindle de-
tection, since this data displays all points at extreme high temperatures. In the proposed
model, when the mask detection is applied to the thermal data, all high temperature
points are detected instead of just the visible burning areas. When an area with an ex-
tremely high temperature is labelled as fire in the thermal detection, it is considered an
area that has been in a high temperature environment for a reasonable period of time. As
such, it is also considered that all thermal detected areas have been or are still burning
when the image is captured. With this data and with access to the burning areas through
the other image (Red Edge or Near Infra Red) detection, it is possible to compare both
and start inferring about the rekindle areas localisation.
The Rekindle Prediction section receives both detections data from the previous sec-
tion and is responsible for uncovering possible rekindle areas. In this section, the ar-
eas that are considered at extreme temperatures(Thermal detection) but not considered
burning(Red Edge/Near-IR detecion) are gathered. These most likely represent areas
that are no longer burning but are still at high temperatures, presenting a probability
of rekindling. Some of these that are too close to burning areas and will eventually be
extinguished along with the other fire instances during the fire-fighting operation, do
not present useful information and are excluded. Some areas with high intensities, if
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too distant from the main fires and do not present visible evidences of burning, may be
easily neglected. These more isolated occurrences are the main focus in this selection,
being considered very likely to show signs of future rekindling. These areas are the ones
selected as possible rekindle instances and their masks, class names and confidence value
are the outputs of this section.
In the overlapping section, it is received as input the areas previously obtained and
the same method described before in 3.1 is applied. In this case, the received image is
the one that can be interpreted by the user, with the Red Edge or Near Infra Red band
data. This image also needs to be adjusted, like explained earlier, before entering in the
overlapping section. After merging all the information, this section returns as the model’s












This chapter will include and examine the implementation of the model detailed in the
previous section. It is divided in three main sections, Mask R-CNN framework, Training
Procedures and Detection. The Mask R-CNN framework section describes and explains
how this framework which was chosen to be a fundamental part in the proposed model
is structured. The training procedures section details the prior work necessary to achieve
the proper conditions to perform the training process as well as the training itself. Finally,
the detection section is focused on the inference process and the work implemented to
integrate the Mask R-CNN framework and the training process output in the proposed
model.
4.1 Mask R-CNN Framework
As mentioned in the proposed model chapter, the Mask R-CNN framework is inserted
in the model to perform the desired object detection. This framework, despite its com-
plexity, is fundamental to the implemented model performance and its basics need to be
understood. This section will focus on detailing its overall practice, its structure and its
most relevant features.
The Mask R-CNN was developed and released in 2017 by Waleed Abdulla, has an open
source implementation and is available on this GitHub repository[59]. It is a framework
with all of its code documented for easy access, implemented on Python 3, TensorFlow
and Keras. TensorFlow is an open source library for machine learning created by Google
Brain [60]. It has a large and flexible set of tools that allow easier building and deployment
of applications based on deep learning algorithms. Keras[61], on the other hand, is a deep
learning API that runs on top of TensorFlow and takes full advantage of its features. It
works with python and is very user friendly, containing isolated modules that can be
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incorporated into the users projects.
4.1.1 Architecture
The Mask R-CNN inference process can be divided in two main stages which are described
below[58]. A diagram of this process is also displayed in 4.1.
4.1.1.1 Backbone Architecture
The first stage in Mask R-CNN detection and segmentation is the Backbone Architecture
which is the product of a standard backbone combined with a Feature Pyramid Network
(FPN). A backbone is a CNN with the primary goal of extracting features from raw images.
In Mask R-CNN, both ResNet50 and ResNet101 (Residual Networks) can be used as a
backbone, with the main difference distinguishing them being the number of layers. The
first layers detect more basic features like shapes and edges and the last detect the more
complex ones like fire and smoke for example (Bottom-Up Pathway). With FPN, these
higher level features are passed to lower layers (Top-Down Pathway) and feature maps
with equal spatial size from both pathways are merged (Lateral Connection)[62]. When
finished, this process returns the obtained feature maps as its output.
4.1.1.2 Region Proposal Network
These feature maps are sent to be the input of the next phase, the Region Proposal Net-
work (RPN), that has as main objective to propose candidate object bounding boxes. In
this phase, a fixed size window slides over the CNN feature map, producing a set of k com-
mon aspect ratios called anchor boxes. The anchor boxes that belong to the background
class and the ones with IoU smaller than 0.5 are removed. Intersection over Union (IoU),
expresses the percentage of area that the predicted box and the ground truth box have
intersected, with 1 representing the perfect overlapping of both boxes. In the end, the
RPN outputs a bounding box per anchor, called proposed region, and a confidence score
for containing an object within that region[63].
4.1.1.3 Head Architecture
With this step completed, the process enters the Head Architecture stage. It is very
important to have a clear understanding on the differences between this stage and the
Backbone architecture stage since the training of each one can be selected and have very
distinct consequences to the networks results. The Head architecture is organised in two
main parallel steps, one to generate classes and bounding boxes and the other to generate
the masks. However, before starting these steps, the RoIs from the proposed regions
need to be resized to have all the same standard fixed size. Pixel level segmentation
requires an extremely precise alignment and the feature maps from each RoI need to be
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perfectly extracted. This is achieved through a method called RoIAlign that uses bilinear
interpolation, getting the most precise values for rounded pixels when resizing[64].
On the mask generation step, the fixed size feature maps are received into a Fully
Connected Network. An array of matrices known as binary masks is returned, with the
pixels containing the detected object represented by 1 and pixels with background by 0.
At the same time, for the bounding boxes and classes generation, the RoIAlign output
is also received into a Fully Connected Network. It is added a softmax layer to output
a classification and in parallel, a linear regression layer to output the bounding box
coordinates[63].
Finally, the Mask R-CNN combines and returns the classification list mrcnn_classes
and the boxes list mrcnn_bbox with the masks array, resulting in an accurate instance
segmentation.




The Mask R-CNN framework is divided in three main folders, logs, samples and mrcnn.
The logs folder is where the network, while training, stores its output HDF5 files. The
samples folder consists of multiple folders, each regarding a different training data for
different detection results. In this case, a fire folder was created to contain all data
required to train the fire detection network. The mrcnn folder contains five essential
python files, and only one of these was not used in the proposed model. The parallel_-
model.py is a file with processes designed to support Multi-GPU for Keras, which the
author could not use without access to multiple GPUs. The rest of the python files are
briefly described bellow:
4.1.2.1 config.py
The config.py file contains the base configurations class with all important parameters
responsible for delineating the networks training and inference behaviours. These pa-
rameters are set with default values and are usually adjusted through a different python
file.
4.1.2.2 model.py
This file contains the main Mask R-CNN model implementation for both training and
detection. It is organised by the network layers, containing also loss values computing,
data generation methods and data formatting methods. It also includes the MaskRCNN
class which encapsulates the Mask R-CNN model’s functionalities with, for example, the
train and detect functions.
4.1.2.3 utils.py
This file consists mainly of common utility functions and classes to be used by other
files’ functions in the framework. It contains a great variety of methods like, for example,
collecting the data from the data set’s location, resizing images along with their masks
and finding matches between predictions and ground truth instances.
4.1.2.4 visualize.py
The visualize.py file, as the name suggests, is the file containing the display and visualisa-
tion functions. It is a really important file since it is the one with the tools responsible for
applying the obtained mask as well as displaying the output images. It includes functions
for drawing the RoIs and painting the masks and bounding boxes with random colours.
It also contains functions aiming to help visualize the networks performance with, for
example, precision plots and statistics for the obtained weights.
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The overlapping section has a crucial role in the proposed model and this file does
not possess all tools to be used directly in the model. Because of this, visualize.py was
the only file from the original framework that was directly modified.
4.2 Training Procedures
4.2.1 Data Gathering
As it was mentioned earlier, in section 2.4.2, in order to train a network capable of de-
tecting objects with an accuracy and precision suited for a real world situation, a robust
data set is crucial. This data set needs to be constituted by a large amount of images
containing a wide variety of examples, aiming to represent the range of different cases
that are possible to be encountered on the field. A data set composed by aerial images of
several different fires captured by a multi band sensor with a channel for each different
wavelength, from blue to TIR, would be the ideal. However, this type of specific data is
usually used for research purposes and it is very difficult to be found online. Because of
this, the data set used in this project was exclusively composed of data collected from
prescribed fires, which were made possible thanks to the FoCoR PCIF/MPG/0086/2017
project, funded by Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT).
Seven different groups of images were captured, each one representing a different fire.
Some of these sets were captured in the same day with fires in similar environments, while
others captured fire occurrences with totally different surroundings. The images with fire
instances were captured with altitudes varying between 10 and 120 meters. A RICS UAV
equipped with a MicaSense Altum Multispectral camera was used to collect the multi
spectral images presented in all data sets mentioned in this dissertation. Each captured
image is divided in six channels, providing 6 different tiff files, with each one representing
the data in the Blue wavelength, Green, Red, Red Edge, Near-IR and Thermal. All the
image files are 1 channel 16 bit tiff files with 2064x1544 pixels except for the Thermal
data, with only 160x120 pixels[65].
It is worth noting that all 6 images are not completely aligned and it is very difficult to,
for example, obtain the RGB image through the direct merging of the first three channels.
An example of two different channels from the same image are overlapped and displayed
in 4.3a to show a possible difference in the channels data. In figure 4.3 it is also presented
the same image’s RGB channels directly overlapped and the actual RGB image side by
side.
The thermal channel has also a different and wider field of view of 57°x44° compared
to the other channels of 48°x37°. This aspect is exemplified in figure 4.4. It can also be
observed in figure 4.2, where the most intense burning areas visible mostly in the Red
Edge and Near-IR bands are not as close to the centre of the image as in the Thermal band.
The Thermal band image covers a vaster amount of area indicating its wider field of view.
The collected images were divided in different sets, each set corresponding to one
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(a) Blue Channel (b) Green Channel (c) Red Channel
(d) Red Edge Channel (e) Near Infra Red Channel (f) Thermal Channel
Figure 4.2: Image example on the six different channels.
(a) RGB channels directly overlapped (b) Real RGB image
(c) Red Edge (Red frame on the bottom) and
Near-IR (Green frame on top) deviation
Figure 4.3: Examples of an image’s different bands misalignment.
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Figure 4.4: Example of Multispectral (darker grey) and Thermal (lighter grey) different
Fields of View.
channel. The three last channel sets, Red Edge, Near-IR and Thermal, are the channels
that highlight fire occurrences the most. The sixth channel exposes all high temperature
areas and the fourth and fifth channel, compared with RGB, are the least sensitive to
smoke and where flames are the most accentuated. These last three channels were selected
to individually train the network and their different results are compared in the results
Chapter 5. To acquire equivalent results worthy of comparison, the training for all three
channels needs to be performed in equal conditions. Each channel set was divided in
two sets, training set with 834 images and validation set with 213. All three different
channel sets had the same group of images in their training and validation sets to ensure
equal circumstances. After this preparation step, all images in these different sets were
carefully labelled.
4.2.2 Image Annotation
When training an image classification network, every data set needs to contain the nec-
essary information with the pixelwise area where objects are located within each image.
This information can be represented in different formats, depending on the framework,
and to obtain it, an annotation process needs to be performed. With the data sets organ-
ised by their channels, every image needs to be labelled according to where fire regions are
located. However, the multispectral images are all grayscale which can make it difficult
to the human eye to detect particular fire occurrences.
Before starting labelling images, an orthomosaic image was obtained to help iden-
tify fire regions. This RGB image contains all the captured images correctly scaled and
aligned, and helped noticing some smaller flames for example, that otherwise could be
missed. These orthomosaics were obtained with the help of Agisoft Metashape[66], a
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software application specialised in digital imaging processing. An example of one of the
seven groups of images orthomosaic is displayed below in figure 4.5. Even though these
orthomosaics may exhibit image distortion in some smaller areas, this is still considered
an advantageous tool by displaying the overall coloured data set, avoiding converting
each image to RGB individually.
Figure 4.5: Orthomosaic example.
The images annotations on Mask R-CNN are required to be represented in a single
JSON file per set, with a JSON object for each image in the set. Having this in consid-
eration, a tool with the option to extract the annotations as a JSON file, VGG Image
Annotator (VIA) [67], was chosen to help in the image annotation process for this frame-
work. This is an open source manual annotation software for image, audio and video and
runs as an offline application in a web browser. This tool was opened via Microsoft Edge,
which is, by the time of the writing of this dissertation, the only browser, besides Safari,
capable of displaying tiff files.
This process started with importing all the images from the data set and choosing the
image files’ directory as default to simplify the loading step after every break. VIA has
the option to download a JSON save file, so that the user is not forced to label all the
images in the set in one go. Next, an attribute "class"was created with one element called
fire, the only relevant class in this project. When defining a region on a chosen image,
that region can be manually classified as one or multiple elements of the class attribute.
Starting by the first image, a polygon shaped region was delineated around every fire
occurrence and defined as the only class element, "fire", each one with an index number
automatically associated when created. This process was then repeated for all the images
in the data set and, when finished, the JSON file containing all the information regarding
that data set annotation, was exported. Each image and its annotations are detailed in
the JSON file with the structure presented below:
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• filename: Contains the name of the image file.
• size: Value specifying the size of the image file in bytes.
• regions: Lists all regions drawn in the image file. Each region is defined by a specific
set of attributes:
– shape_attributes: Includes the name of the shape that determines what the
next attributes are. For this data set the only shape used was the polygon,
which is described by the coordinates of all its edges, in the x axis, all_points_x
and y axis, all_points_y. If, for example, the rectangular shape was used, it
would be described by the coordinates of the top left edge, width and height
values.
– region attributes: Holds the name of the class represented inside the region.
• file_attributes: Optional feature included in VIA that allows to add extra informa-
tion to the file with no direct link to the regions. This option was not used in this
annotation process.
As mentioned earlier in 4.2.1, the MicaSense sensor collected data is not, by default,
correctly aligned (figure 4.3), and the Thermal data does not have the same size as the
other spectral bands’ images nor the same Field of view (figure 4.4). This implies that
when collected an image, this image in the fourth channel for example, does not corre-
spond entirely to the same image in the fifth channel, and so, the annotations generated
for one channel can not be reused for the other channels. The three different data sets
were individually annotated. Some examples of these annotated images are presented in
figure 4.6.
4.2.3 Parameters
The annotation files as well as the data sets were imported into Google CoLab where
the training process was performed. CoLab is a hosted Jupyter notebook that allows the
user to execute python code through the browser[68]. It provides free access to GPU
computing, making it ideal for machine learning. It can also be connected directly to
Google Drive, where all the data sets were located. CoLab GPU Virtual Machine has a
maximum run time of 12 hours, meaning that the network can never be trained more
than 12 hours straight. It can however, re-start from the last completed epoch without
losing previous work.
When using CoLab, the data sets as well as the Mask R-CNN itself need to be firstly
downloaded to the environment, remaining there for the next 12 hours. These circum-
stances and the fact that each band training would present different feedback influenced
the author to train one band before the rest. Only the data regarding the Near-IR channel
was imported first, which was used to tune all the important parameters necessary to
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(a) Image 1 Red Edge (b) Image 1 Near-IR (c) Image 1 Thermal
(d) Image 2 Red Edge (e) Image 2 Near-IR (f) Image 2 Thermal
(g) Image 3 Red Edge (h) Image 3 Near-IR (i) Image 3 Thermal
Figure 4.6: Annotation examples.
train the model in the most efficient way and with the best possible results. When this
process was finished and the network was presenting its best results, the other two bands
started their training processes.
A python file, fire.py, was created to train the network, based on other training files
already on the framework. The majority of the frameworks tuned parameters were over-
written in this file, avoiding replacing directly their default values. The tuned parameters
as well as the used values to train the network are listed below. Most of these parameters
were altered multiple times but the values displayed were the optimal ones that led to
the best achieved results. These values are all displayed also in table 4.1 below.
• num_classes: Number of classes the network will be capable to detect. This number
is always set to the number of trained classes, in this case 1 for the fire class, plus 1,
considering the background class.
• detection_min_confidence: Minimum percentage value of confidence for which
the network considers as a detection. This value was set to 0.9, skipping all detec-
tions with less than 90% confidence.
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• images_per_gpu: Number of images loaded at the same time by the network. To
optimise and reduce training time, this parameter was set to 2, which proved to be
the most appropriate value for the 12GB GPU from Colab.
• steps_per_epoch: Number of training steps each epoch performs. It was set to 200
steps.
• validation_steps: Number of validation steps each epoch performs. It was set to
100 steps.
• epochs: Number of epochs to be performed during training, which oscillated mostly
between 100 and 130. This parameter along with steps_per_epoch and validation_-
steps varied the most, with these presented values proving to be the best compro-
mise between training time and results.
• learning_rate: Value representing each network update significance during train-
ing. This parameter was firstly reduced from 0.01 to 0.001, lowering the impact
of each update during the training process and vastly reducing the probability of
skipping the optimal point.
• layers: Parameter indicating which architectures to train, between Head and Back-
bone + Head. This model will be responsible for detecting one class in grayscale
images, which is completely different from the pre-trained COCO network. Since
the Backbone architecture is the one used for feature extraction over images, both
architectures were selected by setting layers=’all’.
• backbone: Parameter specifying the backbone network architecture to be used be-
tween Resnet 50 and Resnet 101. It was set to use Resnet 101 to obtain the lowest
error rates possible[69].
• image_min_dim and image_max_dim: Re-scaling parameters where image_min_-
dim represents the size in pixels of the smaller re-sized image and image_max_dim
the maximum size that the longer side can reach. After re-sizing, the image is
padded with zeros to establish a square shape and ensure multiple images can be
loaded at the same time. The image_min_dim parameter was set to 800 and the
image_max_dim to 1024, ensuring that the training was not overly long without
losing too much image information.
The Mask R-CNN framework is built in a way to minimise training time by requesting
a file with pre-trained weights such as the ones from COCO data set. When loading the
weights, the first layer, conv1 is excluded, initialising this layer weights randomly and
preventing conflict between the 1 channel input images and the weights generated with
3 channel images from COCO.
In order to obtain a wider variety of examples to train the network, data Augmentation
was performed with imgaug[70], a library for image augmentation. Data augmentation,
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used for training in machine learning algorithms, is a wide variety of techniques applied
to already existing data in order to expand it. The existing data is copied and modified to
join the data set with no duplicates. For image data, some of these techniques are Gaussian
Noise, uniform blur and translations but for the acquired data sets, only procedures that
did not involve altering pixels intensity were used. With imgaug, labelled RoIs are also
copied and suffer the intended alterations, meaning that this process can be applied after
annotating the original data sets. Before introduced in the network, each image and
its labelled boxes have approximately an 80% chance of being copied and suffering a
transformation such as horizontal and vertical translation, rotation and scaling.














To start training, the function train inside fire.py was called with the path to the training
and validation data sets. This function ran the train method from model.py with the
following input parameters: the data sets, the random image augmentation effect, the
learning rate value, the number of epochs and the layers to train.
The Mask R-CNN model covers the entirety of the training set during each epoch, and
when finished, runs trough the validation steps. While the model is training, the Mask
R-CNN network also determines and returns the training loss values after every step and
the validation loss value after each epoch, making it accessible to follow its progress.
An example of a tensorboard graph displaying the training process evolution is shown
in figure 4.7. Both represented loss values are the sum of rpn_class_loss, rpn_bbox_loss,
mrcnn_class_loss, mrcnn_bbox_loss and mrcnn_mask_loss. Each of these loss metrics are
also, in turn, the sum of all the loss values calculated individually for every RoI. Although
a continual decrease is observed in the training loss values, around the 26th epoch, the
validation loss values stop decreasing and start increasing again around epoch 47. This
overfitting manifestation informed that the best HDF5 weights file to be used in the
model is contained in that zone where the validation loss value is the lowest and the most
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(a) Total training loss
(b) Total validation loss
Figure 4.7: Near Infra Red channel training behaviour.
consistent. However, there is still the possibility that the network has skipped the optimal
point. To minimise this probability, the network was re-trained with a different learning
rate value of 0.0001 starting from epoch 23, which showed the smallest validation loss
value. This re-training process evolution can be observed by the blue line.
With the most satisfactory loss values overall, the mask_rcnn_fire_32.h5 file from the
lowest learning rate train was downloaded and later introduced in the detection phase.
With the best and most efficient way to train the network identified, this training method
was performed after for the other two channels, Red Edge and Thermal, where the results
were also evaluated with tensorboard graphs and the best weights files downloaded. This
process is further detailed in 5.2.
4.3 Detection
To perform the inference process with one of the files obtained in the previous phase, a
python file, inference.py was created. This receives as input the path to the HDF5 file,
the path to the input image, and the path to where the output image with the overlapped
mask is going to be saved. Initially in this file, like in fire.py, the number of images per
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GPU is overwritten so that depending on the GPU memory of the machine running the
detection model, the inference time can be greatly reduced. The number and names of
the classes to be detected are also defined here, which can be useful in future applications
where there may be instances of more classes other than fire to be detected. With this
concluded, the Mask R-CNN model is then initialised in inference mode and loads the
input HDF5 file as the network’s weights trough the load_weights function.
This inference process was organised to be performed on specific multi spectral tif im-
ages. As such, the single channel tif file received as input by the model cannot be directly
fed to the network and its output displayed, since it would only result in consistently
detecting zero instances. When reading the image, a copy of the original image is also
created and instantly converted from 16bit format to 8 with img_as_ubyte function from
skimage library [71]. This copy is then converted in a RGB file by placing the same 8
bit value from each pixel in all of the 3 channels with the help of cv2 libraries function,
cvtColor. The unaltered original image is run through the Mask R-CNN model’s detection
function which returns the results in 4 arrays: rois, class_ids, scores and masks. After fin-
ishing this, the display_instances function in visualize.py is called to return a matplotlib
plot with the input image and the coloured masks contained in the arrays overlapped.
This display_instances function in visualize.py was modified to receive the path where
the image output is saved and, before showing the output in a plot tab, saves it as a PNG
file. When called, the 4 arrays are sent as arguments as well as the copied altered image
to be displayed, the previously defined class names to be displayed next to the detected
instances and the path where the output is to be saved.
4.3.1 Thermal Band Inference
As discussed and displayed earlier, the thermal band data is unique from the other five
bands and despite being suitable for fire detection applications, it is not perceptible to
the human eye. When performing the inference phase with the thermal band, the mask
cannot be overlapped in the thermal image, or the user reading the output will not be
able to understand where the fire is actually located.
To tackle this issue, the mask is overlapped in an image that the user can interpret.
The model will still detect the fire regions with the thermal data, receiving the thermal
image in the detection section, but sends the image in a different band to the Image
Conversion section. The Near-IR band was selected to be the overlapped image, since it
is the band that is the least sensitive to smoke (explored in section 5.3), allowing for a
clearer view of the captured field.
The two different band images have different sizes and fields of view and the masks
would be incorrectly located if these were just overlapped like in the more standard
process. These images require adjustments in the Image Conversion section in order to
align them accordingly. However, the proper camera calibration process is a complex
operation that requires a lot of images and needs yet to be implemented. For this model,
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a different and specific alignment process was implemented. It accomplishes its goal for
the images used in this dissertation, but cannot be considered an ideal method. As it is
mentioned later in 6.2, it is necessary to implement a solid calibration method that allows
aligning the captured images beforehand.
To start performing this alignment process, the thermal image is resized to the same
proportions as the Near-IR band and the borders cropped accordingly, due to the thermal
sensor wider field of view. There is also a visible displacement between the thermal
sensor and the Near-IR sensor and therefore, the thermal image needs to undergo a down
translation and a left translation. After this process is completed, the thermal image is
correctly aligned with the Near-IR image.
The detection process is later performed in the obtained image, and the masks are
obtained. Having the thermal masks correctly aligned with the Near-IR image, the over-
lapping process is executed and a Near-IR image with the coloured masks around the
high temperature areas is returned.
4.3.2 Rekindle Inference
As explained before, it would be extremely useful for a fire detector to be capable of
detecting possible rekindling occurrences, which would in turn prevent future fire out-
breaks. One first approach to accomplish this should be detecting all areas that are at
extreme temperatures but do not show signs of being currently burning. A suggestion to
achieve this goal was implemented.
Considering that the Red Edge or Near-IR based models detect all visible (even through
smoke) burning instances, and that the Thermal based model detects all high temperature
areas, subtracting the visible areas from the high temperature areas would result in the
desired areas. To produce this result, a new python file was created where both inference
and saving processes are performed like in the inference.py file. In this case, 2 images are
received, Thermal and the other chosen band, as well as 2 HDF5 files, one corresponding
to the thermal model and other to the other band. The inference process is performed
on both images, and two 3D mask arrays are computed. The same method used for the
thermal band inference is applied here as well to align both thermal and the other band
images and masks.
Two empty 2D boolean arrays with the size of the received image are created with
only False values. To one of the arrays is added the mask values of the Thermal detected
instances, turning every value where the thermal masks are located into True. This
process is then executed for the other 2D array and the visible fire masks. This results in
two image size masks with all the instances for each one of the images detected instead
of individual bounding box sized masks for each instance.
A logical XOR is applied to these two masks, resulting in a mask with all the areas
where only one of the images detected an instance, but not both. A logical AND is applied
right after, between the resulted mask and the thermal mask to ensure that the presented
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instances belong only to the thermal detection. When this is over, the resulting mask is
overlapped with the visible chosen band image to present a perceptible map of where the
possible rekindling areas are located. This Rekindle Inference process (with a Near-IR
image) as well as its result is presented in the figure 4.8 below.
With the Covid-19 global pandemic, there were an extensive amount of resources that
were limited during the writing of this dissertation. An example is the extra amount of
images necessary for further training and even for calibration, that were never collected.
Many implemented processes have also become more time consuming because of the
lack of resources resulting from confinement. Due to these constraining factors, it was
not possible to implement the proposed solution where the high temperature areas went
through a thorough selection process. Ideally, the obtained rekindle areas would not
include, for example, locations too close to burning areas. Unfortunately this method was
not achieved in this dissertation and it is suggested in the future work section 6.2.
It is important to mention that the post Mask R-CNN inference images are only in-
cluded in the schematic to help visualise the rekindle detection process. Despite present-
ing the obtained masks for each band, these do not correspond to the actual detections’
outputs, which are only composed of arrays, with no visual data.
The obtained result displayed in the schematic is a good example of the implemented
rekindle detection. The red masks correspond to all high temperature areas that were
not detected in the Near-IR classification. In this case, if the proposed solution was fully
implemented, the areas that could be considered as rekindle instances would be the two
major and more central ones, but not the area around the large burning instance at the
bottom of the image.
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This chapter presents, in detail, the implemented procedures responsible for acquiring
data that, in turn, allows an in depth evaluation of the implemented model performance.
It starts, in the first section, by presenting the results that support the Mask-RCNN
framework choice for this model. The second section of this chapter is mainly focused
on the training performed with the different data sets and the third presents the model’s
inference outcome. Both training and inference results are analysed, compared and
discussed to interpret their overall quality and impact on the model’s final product.
5.1 YOLO vs Mask R-CNN Benchmark
As mentioned before in chapter 3, to implement a fire detection model, an object detec-
tion framework is necessary to be included in the model. However, there are multiple
frameworks designed with similar objectives, some of these are briefly explained in 2.4.5.
This section explains the important characteristics that make a detection framework rel-
evant to this model and why the Mask R-CNN was the selected between the possible
candidates.
The most appropriated framework should be one with both satisfying accuracy and
speed, which ideally could be identified through framework comparison studies. Un-
fortunately, most studies found present different groups of frameworks and are usually
performed under different environments with distinct test sets and hardware. A series
of studies had to be considered and compared, to try and infer the most adequate frame-
works. The table below is an example, collected from [56], and displays the average
precision from some of the most recent and advanced object detection frameworks such
as YOLOv3 and Faster R-CNN.
Although the RetinaNet presents the best results in terms of precision, it also is the
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Figure 5.1: Different frameworks precision[56].
slowest, achieving speeds not compatible with real time detection. The SSD variants,
despite presenting similar precision results to the ones from YOLOv3, are also presented
as 3 times slower in [56]. Faster R-CNN and YOLOv3 present the best Average Precision
(AP) values from the frameworks presented in 2.4.5. Mask R-CNN on the other hand, has
practically the same architecture as Faster R-CNN with FPN and shows results with the
same speed and precision, adding the mask to the output image. Object segmentation is
extremely important for the purpose of this dissertation since it may specify where the
burning area is localised and not only the square shape area where it is occurring. This
is critical mostly when the captured images present massive fire areas, causing the big
generated bounding box around them to be irrelevant. However, YOLOv3[72] presents
the highest speed rates, with almost double as Mask R-CNN [73], which, together with its
high accuracy, may be a decisive factor.
Since YOLOv3 and Mask R-CNN are the two frameworks presented in 2.4.5 with the
best results overall for the COCO data set, these were the frameworks first considered to
integrate the implemented model. Both models networks were trained to this dissertation
specific problem to conclude which one is the more suited. Both used the same data set
(explored in 4.2.1) and were trained with Google CoLab notebooks (4.2.3).
These two frameworks work with different types of shapes, where Mask R-CNN recog-
nises all kinds of polygons to cover the detected objects and YOLO only rectangular boxes
where the objects are inserted. Because of this, these frameworks require different for-
mats of annotations for the training and validation sets and thus, the process of image
annotation was divided in two and the same images had to be labelled twice.
The darknet architecture from YOLOv3 currently does not support TIF files and so,
the full data set had to be converted to either PNG or JPG beforehand. On this model,
the annotation format is essentially a TXT file for each one of the images contained in
the data sets, with each file structured with one integer and four float values per object.
The integer indicates the class that the object belongs to (text file holds all classes to be




To simplify the task of obtaining the correct float values for each instance of an object,
labelIMG, a graphical image annotation tool, was used [74]. This tool, written in python,
has the option to graphically insert a box around the areas where each object is inserted,
assigning it a class previously defined. It has also the option later to save the annotation
file in the YOLO format, which allowed this complete process to be finished in a reason-
able time period. The annotation process for the Mask R-CNN model was explained in
detail in 4.2.2. Since the annotation process was necessary to be performed twice, only
the Near-IR band data was labelled and used for training. If the results proved to be
insufficient to draw a conclusion, the other bands would also be tested and compared.
After trained, both networks performed the inference process on a test set which is
described in more detail in section 5.3. The YOLO framework, like Mask R-CNN, has the
tools necessary to calculate the Mean Average Precision (mAP) (section 5.3) of a trained
model. Both networks mAP were computed and are displayed below.




By comparing both values, it can be concluded that the YOLO framework, even with a
lower level of complexity and no segmentation process, presents inferior detection results.
The inference times presented by Mask R-CNN (later in section 5.3) are satisfactory for
a real time multispectral fire detection model, which does not require extremely fast
responses. As such, the YOLO network does not present an extreme advantage with its
faster detection and does not demonstrate an ideal level of precision. These circumstances
indicate that this framework is not as well suited to integrate the proposed model, and
cannot overcome the value that the Mask R-CNN instance segmentation adds to the
system. As such, the Mask R-CNN was the framework chosen to integrate the model
proposed in this dissertation.
5.2 Training Evaluation
As mentioned before in 4.2.4, during the training process, all loss values were computed
and a plot for each one was delineated. All three channel networks were trained multiple
times with the parameter’s values listed in section 4.2.3.
The graphs displayed in the next subsections all represent the behaviours relative to
the training procedures in which the best results were obtained and not to the ones with
the most typical behaviours. These are all concerning the validation losses, as the training
loss graphs all present similar behaviours to the one displayed in the previous chapter,
in 2.4.2. The smoothing effect is present in every tensorboard graph to emphasise its
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tendency and overall progression. Nevertheless, the real loss values can also be observed
slightly faded in the background.
The learning_rate was decreased for every training to 0.0001 and trained afterwards
for this value multiple times as well. This decrease was mostly practised during and after
the training’s overfitting behaviour. None of the training processes displayed occurred
for longer than 120 epochs.
5.2.1 Near-IR Training
In figure 5.2 it is shown the total validation loss to display the general training behaviour,
as well as the Masks’ and Bounding Boxes’ validation losses. Despite the existence of
more loss metrics, these two were the ones chosen to be displayed, since the Bounding
Boxes around the RoIs and the masks overlapping the objects are the main focus of the
presented model.
By looking at any of the graphs, it can be recognised that, as mentioned in 2.4.2, the
overfitting behaviour occurred around the epoch 26 where the validation loss stopped
decreasing, unlike the training loss. Both Mask and Bounding Boxes present similar
courses where the decrease of the learning rate proved to be beneficial. Even though it
did not prevent the overfitting behaviour completely, it managed to achieve, in average,
smaller loss values.
With each epoch taking between 250 and 320 seconds, every Near-IR network training
took in average 9 and half hours to be complete.
5.2.2 Red Edge Training
The Red Edge channel training progress is displayed in figure 5.3 and resembles roughly
the Near-IR one. In this case, the training started overfitting around the 45th epoch which
can be concluded by looking at the mask loss behaviour. The bounding box loss takes a
longer number of epochs to stop decreasing, starting around epoch 82. However, by that
time, the mask loss value is already higher than desired.
Like in the previous channel, lowering the learning rate carried an improvement,
with the best epoch overall being the number 62. However, this lowest loss value is
considerably higher than the ones obtained with the Near-IR channel. This will result in
a less reliable model with a weaker accuracy and precision.
There are multiple reasons that may explain this difference between these results since
CNN’s logic can be rather complex to comprehend. One aspect that differentiates the two
channels and may be key to justify this discrepancy is that in the Near-IR channel the
flames have a greater pixel intensity and stand out more from the different surrounding
environments. In the Red Edge band, flames can blend in and be eventually mistaken by
reflections, having a great impact on the models detection confidence.
This training process is performed in an average of 9 hours, making it the fastest from
the three different training processes.
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(a) Masks validation loss
(b) Bounding Boxes validation loss
(c) Total validation loss
Figure 5.2: Near-IR channel training behaviour.
5.2.3 Thermal Training
When observing the graphs in figure 5.4, the most noticeable aspect is that the loss values
sum is fairly inferior to the ones presented before. Both mask and bounding box loss
graphs have starting values lower than the ones presented as the lowest in the Near-IR
channel. It is also worth noting that the training loss graph, despite showing the same
general direction and movement as the other bands, also starts at a lower value, below
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(a) Masks validation loss
(b) Bounding Boxes validation loss
(c) Total validation loss
Figure 5.3: Red Edge channel training behaviour.
1.5.
From all three different bands, the Thermal band was the one that presented the most
atypical training behaviour regarding validation losses. This may be due to the fact that
the majority of parameter tuning was performed for the fifth channel and the Thermal
band presents visible characteristics that differentiates it from the other channel’s data.
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(a) Masks validation loss
(b) Bounding Boxes validation loss
(c) Total validation loss
Figure 5.4: Thermal channel training behaviour.
The number of epochs, training steps and validation steps were altered, but did not mod-
ify its overall tendency. It shows poor results and starts overfitting early when training
with a higher learning rate, equally to the Near-IR channel mentioned in 2.4.2. When
trained with a higher number of epochs, the total validation loss never crossed the 0.625.
This was the lowest loss value obtained and is displayed in the above graphs. The training
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processes with maximum of 120 epochs took an average of 12 hours to conclude.
Nonetheless, the Thermal band was the one that presented the best training results
with lower losses, which in turn reveals the best detection and final results. This is
mainly due to the fact that the Thermal sensor measures, essentially, temperature. Its
data is displayed in shades of grey, with higher temperature areas being represented
with higher pixel intensity, almost white, and lower temperatures with darker grey. This
simplified data representation allows the network to train and run through the validation
set without having as much factors to consider such as objects shapes or reflections, and
focusing mainly on pixels intensity.
5.2.4 Training Results Analysis
The table 5.2 bellow presents a good overview on these results by showing all loss values
for each weights file selected.
Table 5.2: Loss values for each channel.
Loss Values Red Edge Near-IR Thermal
val_mrcnn_bbox_loss 0.4493 0.3499 0.1769
val_mrcnn_class_loss 0.0730 0.0673 0.0336
val_mrcnn_mask_loss 0.4156 0.3547 0.2295
val_rpn_bbox_loss 0.5496 0.4986 0.1776
val_rpn_class_loss 0.1277 0.0998 0.0074
Total Validation Loss 1.6152 1.3703 0.6250
By examining the table, it is evident that the class loss values are the ones with the
smallest impact on the total loss. This is common on the three channels and is the result
of training a single class network. In these desired conditions, the objects can only be
classified as fire or background, leaving a smaller chance of failure in class detection.
The Red Edge channel, besides showing the highest loss values, was the only channel
with a bounding box loss higher than mask loss. This fact helps proving that, with
this channel, the network has a considerable difficulty defining the boundaries of fire
instances, essentially, where it starts and where it stops. This, along with what was
already discussed in 5.2.2 proves that this band’s data is the least suited to be used in the
models inference process.
The Near-IR channel network presents loss values comparable to a single class net-
work trained with basic RGB imagery [75]. Although it is not a bad outcome, it does not
entirely justify its existence when a simpler network can achieve similar results. This
makes Near-IR data good for future usage but not ideal with the network in its current
situation.
It is clear, considering the table, that even though the Near Infra Red presented con-
siderable better results comparing to the Red Edge, the Thermal band was by far the one
with the best results, with the smallest values in every loss metric. It presents a total
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validation loss of less than half of the fourth channel and thus, is the most suited for
future real-life applications.
5.3 Inference Evaluation
Even though it is essential to evaluate the training process and compare loss values be-
tween the three used channels, a more practical approach is also crucial to assess the
implemented model performance under real-life scenarios. As such, in order to evaluate
this model’s accuracy, efficiency and robustness, the Mean Average Precision (mAP) with
Intersection over Union (IoU) of 0.5 was computed.
The mAP method is the result of the mean of all images’ Average Precision values
which depend directly on precision and recall metrics. Precision measures the amount of





Recall, on the other hand, measures the amount of instances that were correctly de-





The AP for an image corresponds to the area under the precision-recall curve and is
ideally 1, with all recall values corresponding only to precision values of 1[76].
However, since object detection is not a binary problem and its success cannot be
measured simply by checking if the predicted detection matches the ground truth, the
IoU evaluation metric is necessary. The IoU is intended to attenuate the evaluation rigour,
allowing to consider detections with small deviations as correct. This metric is calculated
with:
Figure 5.5: IoU calculation [77].
If the value obtained is greater than the defined threshold, it is considered as a success,
a True Positive, but if, on the other hand, is inferior, it is considered a False Positive. For
these results evaluation, the threshold value was set to 0.5 which is the default value
in most applications and is enough for object detection in images taken from distances
between 10 and 120 meters.
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5.3.1 Test set Structuring
To apply the mAP metric, a test set was selected, containing a group of 180 images
also captured with the same camera mentioned in 3 and 4.2.1. Unfortunately, due to
the Covid-19 pandemic and the time these tests were performed, it was not possible to
gather more data to compose a new data set to be used as test set. As such, a group of
images from the validation set were selected to be part of the test set. From this testing
group, similarly to the training set, three sub sets were acquired, each one having a
different channel for the testing images set, to test the implemented model for different
bands in equal conditions. The images were selected based on their backgrounds, unique
characteristics and differences from each others, in order to obtain the most diverse and
representative test set. The data sets can be organised by environment types to easily
demonstrate their diversity and simplify the results evaluation process, by covering the
greatest variety of examples possible. Some examples of these images organised by their
characteristics(belonging to both training and validation sets) are presented in figure 5.6.
Their presence within the data set is also presented in table 5.3.





The first two images (from figure 5.6a to 5.6l) are referring to scenarios where the air
is presented with an extreme amount of smoke. These cases were the only ones where
all six bands were displayed, since the RGB channels are essential to help visualise these
specific circumstances. When comparing these channels’ data with the other three, it
can be observed that the RGB are a lot more sensitive to smoke, which in turn results
in a greater difficulty in distinguishing fire instances. This is a very important point
that highlights and demonstrates why the Red Edge, Near-IR and Thermal bands are
considered the better option for a fire classification and localisation model. Even if using
the RGB bands for fire detection produced better results, it would only happen under
specific conditions where smoke was not present in the camera’s field of view.
The second half of the figure 5.6 presents four images, exposing the altitude differ-
ences existing in the data sets. Some fires were captured at lower altitudes(between 15
and 20 meters) like the first two images (figures 5.6m, 5.6q, 5.6u, 5.6n, 5.6r and 5.6v)
and others at higher altitudes(between 100 and 120 meters), like the other two (figures
5.6o, 5.6s, 5.6w, 5.6p, 5.6t and 5.6x), to try and identify the most suitable height to collect
data. This ideally matches the height with which the images with the best results were
captured. Nonetheless, this matter needs to be rigorously concluded, taking into account
all other factors that may highly influence the obtained results.
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(a) Smoke 1 (Blue) (b) Smoke 1 (Green) (c) Smoke 2 (Blue) (d) Smoke 2 (Green)
(e) Smoke 1 (Red) (f) Smoke 1 (Red Edge) (g) Smoke 2 (Red) (h) Smoke 2 (Red Edge)
(i) Smoke 1 (Near-IR) (j) Smoke 1 (Thermal) (k) Smoke 2 (Near-IR) (l) Smoke 2 (Thermal)
(m) Lower Altitude 1
(Red Edge)
(n) Lower Altitude 2
(Red Edge)
(o) Higher Altitude 1
(Red Edge)
(p) Higher Altitude 2
(Red Edge)
(q) Lower Altitude 1
(Near-IR)
(r) Lower Altitude 2
(Near-IR)
(s) Higher Altitude 1
(Near-IR)
(t) Higher Altitude 2
(Near-IR)
(u) Lower Altitude 1
(Thermal)
(v) Lower Altitude 2
(Thermal)
(w) Higher Altitude 1
(Thermal)
(x) Higher Altitude 2
(Thermal)
Figure 5.6: Data set examples divided in three main categories, images with high amounts
of smoke, images captured from lower altitudes and images captured from higher alti-
tudes.
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Another important factor that is also extremely important is the vegetation density.
Unfortunately, there are no images with truly low densities within the gathered data sets
and the figure 5.6 is not divided by those categories. However, there are multiple cases
like the first smoke image (figures 5.6a, 5.6b, 5.6e, 5.6f, 5.6i and 5.6j), the second lower
altitude image (figures 5.6n, 5.6r and 5.6v) and the first higher altitude (figures 5.6o, 5.6s
and 5.6w), that present thicker and larger trees compared to the other images. These
types of trees, with larger and more dense canopies are usually tall enough to leave room
for low fire to burn, without being visible from a top perspective. It is also important
to determine if in these cases the model is also able to detect burning instances that are
occurring below these canopies.
5.3.2 Inference Results
The inference tests that follow were performed in Google CoLab notebook with detec-
tion_min_confidence of 0.8. For each subset, all the different images were given as input
to the model and the number of True Positives (TPs), True Negativess (TNs), False Pos-
itives (FPs) and False Negatives (FNs) were registered. With these numbers, a list of
precisions and a list of recalls were determined for each image and the AP was computed
by compute_ap in utils.py. The mean of all the AP values was obtained and is displayed,
for each trained band, in the table 5.4 below.
Table 5.4: Mean Average Precision values with IoU=0.5 and Inference Times for each
band.
Red Edge Near-IR Thermal
mAP(%) per Category
Lower Altitude Category 29.2 44.9 91.8
Higher Altitude Category 13.2 37.4 92.3
Smoke Category 26.1 42.7 91.2
Total mAP(%) 25.3 43.2 91.7
Inference Time(s) 11.99 11.72 10.68
Before drawing conclusions about the different bands results, it is possible to interpret
some more general information concerning multispectral fire detection, by observing the
table. The Red Edge and Near Infra Red, both bands affected by visual changes (unlike the
Thermal band), show the same behaviour in regards to smoke and altitude changes. Even
with only 41% of images containing substantial amounts of smoke, both bands present
similar mAP values in detections at high altitudes and in overall detections (total mAP
value). This indicates that the presence of smoke does not change the behaviour of the
Red Edge and Near-IR trained networks and that these models are suitable to perform
under these circumstances. In regards to the UAV’s altitude, both bands revealed better
performances (mAP value closer to the overall mAP value) at lower altitudes.
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When studying the table, it is clear that the mAP computed values match with the
conclusions drawn from the previous section. The Near-IR band is also superior to the
Red Edge band by almost 20%. The Red Edge presents a really low value of 25.3% and
its discrepancy from the Near-IR band reinforces the fact that this spectral band data is
not, only by itself, suited to be used in the final system.
The mAP value obtained by the Near-IR band is an average value that is not high
enough compared to the average mAP of some object detector networks, presented in
figure 5.1. For this case, a single class model, even though a precision value greater than
80% would be optimal, a value slightly greater than 50% would also be acceptable. There
are lots of cases where the burning areas are not intense enough or may not be even visible,
which causes the model to present a higher number of False Negatives. However, with
the mAP value of 43.2%, there are still a lot of missed instances that should not occur as
well as False Positives that can definitely be prevented. The Near-IR band based model
can be further improved with future trainings but at the moment, may not be suited to
be used in a system operating in a real life scenario.
The Thermal band presents a vastly superior mAP value of 91.7%, proving to be
excellent in high temperature areas detection. Similar to the training results, this band
based model has results far more positive than the others, proving it does not need to
continue training and can be currently implemented in the system.
Despite being the best metric to quantify object detection quality, it is important to
understand that there are always some factors that the mAP may have difficulty account-
ing for. Since this metric depends mainly on precision and accuracy values and these
always consider the existence of True Positives, all images that have no instances (TPs)
are not considered. This can be a real issue if there are a lot of false positives in these
images, ending up being ignored.
Another example is the fact that when the detection misses the IoU threshold, it is
identified not only a False Positive but also a False Negative, decreasing both precision and
recall. This is particularly problematic in images with large numbers of small instances
that may be more easily missed.
In addition to these smaller issues, there is a main problem, directly related with the
type of data used in this dissertation, that influenced the mAP values to be lower than
expected for all three bands. When detecting fire areas, the human eye can differentiate
isolated burning areas, considering each area as an instance. However, the network
besides doing that, when detecting inside each area highly different levels of intensity,
considers it as different instances. These smaller instances inside the original instance,
do not have enough area overlapping the true areas and are considered as False Positives.
Some examples are presented in the next section, in figure 5.7. It is important to mention
that, despite contributing for worse mAP results, these occurrences have no negative
impact in the models results, only implying different intensity levels within the detected
areas.
The inference times presented in the table were obtained in a Intel Core i7 4710HQ
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2.50GHz Laptop. The CoLab resources fluctuate often and do not guarantee a constant
behaviour, which would be the ideal conditions to test a process running time. Without
an access to a GPU, the inference times obtained were not the desired, but can still be
analysed. These values also imply the model’s capacity to run in a real time scenario
when having access to more suitable hardware conditions.
The inference times displayed represent the time between the input of the multispec-
tral images into the model and the saving of the model’s output. As it is shown in the
the table 5.4, the thermal inference process presents a slightly faster response compared
to the others bands. This can justified by the thermal images inferior dimensions. Their
dimensions, despite increased beforehand, are still half the size of the other bands images,
which is reflected in the Mask R-CNN’s detection time.
5.3.3 Practical Examples
Some examples of the final models output operating with each of the spectral bands
individually may be observed in figure 5.7. These cases were obtained from the test
set and were selected based on their diversity, representing all different types of images
discussed in the data set examples. Image 1 (figures 5.7a, 5.7e and 5.7i) has an excessive
amount of smoke, image 2 (figures 5.7c, 5.7g and 5.7k) was captured from a higher
altitude, image 3 (figures 5.7m, 5.7q and 5.7u) and 4 (figures 5.7o, 5.7s and 5.7w) from a
lower altitude and images 1, 3 and 4 have all larger trees with dense canopies.
These examples also cover the necessary objects and situations to objectively illustrate
the inference accuracy of each band, as well as their pros and cons. The inference process
for these cases was performed with detection_min_confidence set to 0.7 opposed to the
0.8 used in the mAP computation. Even though the network presents better results with
the higher value, 0.7 was chosen for this purpose to emphasise some common errors that
are more frequent and can be all more easily addressed in a smaller group of images.
5.3.3.1 Red Edge band
Images 1 (figures 5.7b and 5.7f) and 2 (figures 5.7d and 5.7h) are good examples of the
fifth channel quality relatively to the fourth. In image 1, all performed detections are
correct, but the Near-IR channel network manages to detect more instances than the
Red Edge network. The smoke is a lot more visible in the Red Edge, covering some
possible less intense instances. In this and third image (figure 5.7n), the instances in
areas that correspond to the trees more central and dense points (visible through the
thermal figures 5.7j and 5.7v) are either not completely localised or not detected. In
image 2 (higher altitude), with the help of the Thermal image, it is visible that the Red
Edge network, despite having a higher number of detected instances than the Near-IR,
presents mostly False Positives.
Observing image 4 (figure 5.7p) a common issue is displayed regarding the Red Edge
associated detection. As mentioned before in 5.2.4, the bounding boxes are regularly
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(a) Image 1 (Red Edge) (b) Image 1 (Red Edge)
inference
(c) Image 2 (Red Edge) (d) Image 2 (Red Edge)
inference
(e) Image 1 (Near-IR) (f) Image 1 (Near-IR) in-
ference
(g) Image 2 (Near-IR) (h) Image 2 (Near-IR) in-
ference
(i) Image 1 (Thermal) (j) Image 1 (Thermal) in-
ference
(k) Image 2 (Thermal) (l) Image 2 (Thermal)
inference
(m) Image 3 (Red Edge) (n) Image 3 (Red Edge)
inference
(o) Image 4 (Red Edge) (p) Image 4 (Red Edge)
inference
(q) Image 3 (Near-IR) (r) Image 3 (Near-IR) in-
ference
(s) Image 4 (Near-IR) (t) Image 4 (Near-IR) in-
ference
(u) Image 3 (Thermal) (v) Image 3 (Thermal)
inference
(w) Image 4 (Thermal) (x) Image 4 (Thermal)
inference
Figure 5.7: Inference examples of 4 different images.
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poorly defined, as is the case in the red instance that is displayed. Compared with the
other two channels, the box extends too far to the right side, almost reaching the centre
of the image.
5.3.3.2 Near Infra Red band
With image 1 (figure 5.7f), it is visible the advantage that the Near-IR has when dealing
with a smoke environment, almost avoiding it entirely. This model also presents a better
precision compared to the fourth channel when presented with bigger and more dense
tree canopies. Despite being better and more suited for these cases, it still does not
present desired results, as it is displayed by the trees in figures 1 and 3. However, when
examining image 3 (figure 5.7r), it is noticeable the main problems that the Near-IR
trained model presents. Compared with the Red Edge band (figure 5.7n), it detects the
fire instances with a better accuracy and precision, but also raises a larger amount of False
Positives. Most of the firemen are considered fire with a high confidence level as well as
the reflection on the car on the bottom right corner. This is an undeniable issue that may
be detrimental when performing under real-life circumstances, since these elements are
regularly on scene and will be surely presented to the model in the future. However, this
fact can be mitigated by later human supervision of detected ignitions. A system that
could filter human instances could also be implemented in the future.
5.3.3.3 Thermal band
All four inference examples (figures 5.7j, 5.7l, 5.7v and 5.7x) help demonstrate the ex-
treme accuracy and precision the Thermal band presents on detecting fire occurrences
and higher temperature areas. As mentioned before, and verified with some examples,
this is the channel with which the best results were obtained. As expected, this band
inference is not affected by the image types mentioned and displayed before in figure 5.6,
meaning its performance is the same presented with smoke, different types of vegetation
and at different capturing altitudes.
It is visible a larger quantity of instances detected, with a great amount of these
corresponding to areas where flames are not discernible in the other channels. Some
examples are on images 1 (figure 5.7j) and 4 (figure 5.7x). Part of these extra detected
instances correspond to already identified areas that occasionally even overlap each other
like the orange and yellow masks in image 1. This is a consequence of the different pixels
intensity since a big area with an overall high temperature may have within it smaller
hotter areas. As mentioned before in this section, the network may sometimes detect a
bigger area as one instance and the smaller more intense areas inside as others, which
in turn, helps justifying the loss value present in 5.2.3. Despite adding to the total loss
value, this issue is not viewed as a downside for the implemented model final result as it
only presents False Positives that are considered correct to the user.
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5.3.4 Inference Results Analysis
Considering both computed precision values and analysed output examples, and also tak-
ing the training results from section 5.2.4 into account, it is possible to draw a significant
conclusion on the models inference results.
The results obtained for the networks trained with each of the three bands individually
reveal that in order to achieve the completely desired outcome, with the most robust
and reliable responses possible, it is necessary to combine the results from different
spectral detections. A system based solely on RGB imagery or multispectral imagery or
thermal imagery will not cover nor recognise every important feature that needs to be
captured and comprehended by the detection network. The RGB detection[75] has an
evident problem in regards to smoke, without an effective method to overcome it. The
multispectral Red Edge and Near-IR on the other hand, tackle this issue positively but
still do not expose all instances in a recognisable way for the network (mainly the ones
covered by more dense vegetation). The thermal detection manages to localise all high
temperature areas, but this data can only be fully utilised when compared with other
visual bands, otherwise it is impossible to conclude which areas do actually correspond
to fire instances. Nonetheless, it is crucial to cover in detail these different detection
results for each band and understand the advantages and disadvantages that the Red
Edge, Near-IR and Thermal bands present.
The Red Edge band presented the worse results overall with the lowest mAP value, a
very high amount of False Positives and a limited capacity to detect minor fire instances.
From the three used bands, this is the most subjective to smoke and despite its usual
darker shades, it does not present fire instances with brighter contrasts, which the de-
tection model would benefit. Its data also does not introduce any feature that makes
it favourable over the Near-IR band. This reinforces that this band will not be used
individually in the model or in future fire detectors’ implementations.
The Near Infra Red band on the other hand, demonstrated to be suitable in the fire
detection field with a considerably higher precision level than the Red Edge. Although not
exceptional, its precision level is similar to that of some applications where localisation
is not required to be extremely precise. The fifth band manages to capture the field with
almost zero smoke signs, which helps acquiring a clearer view, allowing in turn for a
sharper detection. However, it showed clear signs of vulnerability in some of the output
examples discussed in the previous subsection and fragility with a mAP value still lower
than desired. It is not able to always detect all equal intensity burning areas and shows
clear difficulties when faced with objects outside forest and natural environments such as
vehicles and people. This is, as already mentioned in this section, due to a mildly specific
training set that was not as big and varied as desired and did not have enough diverse
objects in its image’s background. Even though it is able to tackle the smoke problem
very efficiently, when considering images where smoke is not present, a Near Infra Red
band based model cannot currently be considered an improvement compared to a more
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standard RGB fire detector.
The thermal band presented the best overall results, having a mAP with double the
value of the Near-IR band and all displayed example instances accurately classified and
localised. It currently demonstrates an excellent detection performance suitable for real-
life applications. As sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 demonstrated, a model working only based
on this band does not produce a comprehensible output for the user to interpret. With
access to other bands data, it is possible to overlap (section 4.3.1) the produced masks in
a way the user can assimilate. This method presents the user with the locations for all
high temperature areas, which despite being extremely valuable for different operations,
does not bring any practical advantages by itself without any sort of selection. Therefore,
in order to benefit properly from this thermal model results and achieve more elaborated
outputs (rekindle detection for example), it is essential to include as well an accurate fire
detection outside the thermal band.
Both Near-IR and Red Edge results showed an overall better detection performance
when confronted with lower altitude images (table 5.4). These images were presented in
most cases with more assertive fire localisation and higher confidence values. The contrast
found around most fire instances is not as apparent at higher altitudes and both bands
displayed worse results with this type of data. This indicates that the model performs
better with lower altitude images and that when used in a real-life scenario, it would be
ideal to have the UAV flying and capturing images at those altitudes.
Relatively to the trees’ dimensions, it was determined that when under very large and
dense canopies, the fire instances in both Red Edge and Near-IR images present more
difficulties to be detected than in other areas. The high leaf and branches density can
completely cover the area below a tree, preventing any sign of visible fire to be captured
from a top view. The Near-IR detection presented better results since this band’s data
presents the fire instances with brighter contrasts, but did still perform poorly under these
types of situations. A method to allow the UAV to collect data from these covered regions
needs to be implemented in the future in order to have a more solid and dependable fire
detector.
Further adjustments need to be applied to the visual data detection, mainly to the
Near-IR band detection. The network requires a more complete and exhaustive training
with wider data sets containing data from the most diverse environments possible. To
guarantee the best improvement, the data gathered should be captured at lower altitudes
and also include a lot of examples containing objects that may be recurrent in wildfire
scenarios, such as fire trucks like the ones presented in the examples from the previous
section. The Near Infra Red model did present a lot of False Positives related to these
objects that can be prevented, resulting in much more assertive and reliable responses.
This improvement is also crucial to continuing developing and upgrading the rekindle
classification and localisation. The Near-IR is, at the moment, essential for this method










Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this document, a problem regarding wildland fire detection was addressed and a
solution, in order to approach the situation at hand, was executed. The proposed solution,
inserted on a UAV monitoring system, intended the development of a module capable of
receiving real time images captured by a multispectral camera and detecting the presence
of fire or possible rekindles.
For a better understanding on the different technologies necessary for the correct im-
plementation of the solution proposed and more detailed information on the work already
developed around the field in question, a State of the Art was necessary to be reviewed.
This section covered different types of image acquisition that could be considered more
relevant for fire detection and different machine learning classifiers commonly used in
image classification. Convolutional Neural Networks were particularly explored in this
dissertation’s State of the Art as well as different frameworks based on these networks to
select the ones more appropriated to the model implementation.
Next, a model intended to solve the problem was proposed and carefully explained.
In chapter 4 this model’s implementation is thoroughly explained. The model was im-
plemented to receive one of three spectral bands image, Red Edge, Near Infra Red and
Thermal, detect the exact pixel location where fire areas are located, overlap these with
coloured masks and save the output image. The Mask R-CNN object detection frame-
work was selected to incorporate this model and perform the detection phase. With its
tuned parameters, it was trained for the three different bands and their inference results
minutely compared in chapter 5.
The best results were obtained with the thermal band where most of the ground truth
areas were detected with extreme accuracy and precision. With the immensely positive
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outcomes displayed in the results section, it can be concluded that a method capable of
detecting extreme high temperature areas was successfully implemented. The Near Infra
Red band presented an high precision when detecting visible burning areas, even in the
presence of smoke, but not high enough to be considered currently practicable. Despite
its promising behaviour, the Near-IR band detection model still needs more extensive
training with a more complete and diverse data set to present slightly better results and
be viable in real-life scenarios. It was also concluded that to achieve a more consistent
system with stable results, it is essential to combine various bands and their model’s
results. In doing so, it is possible do acquire a more complete system able to detect more
precisely existent fire instances making use of the different bands advantages.
An approach to rekindle detection was also included in this dissertation, with the
successful detection of areas not considered fire instances but with extreme high temper-
atures. This first attempt presented a positive outcome that shall be further explored and
developed in the future.
In conclusion, the multispectral fire detector with the use of the Mask R-CNN frame-
work presented good overall results, indicating a promising outcome for future imple-
mentations. These obtained results do not represent an ideal final solution but demon-
strate the model’s potential in the wildfire fighting field, reinforcing the importance of
continuing to study and improve it.
6.2 Future Work
Despite this dissertation presenting satisfying results for real time fire detection, the pre-
sented solution might not yet be prepared for real life usage. There are improvements
that are required for a steadier and more robust behaviour and some features that should
be considered and added to bring better detailed results and more desired features. Pos-
sible procedures to be implemented in the future for further improving the system are
presented here:
• The data used in the training process was recovered from seven different groups of
aerial images, some of these with similar surroundings. This model would benefit
immensely with access to a larger set of images gathered from the most diverse
environments possible. To collect this extra data, more prescribed fires must be
arranged, which, due to the current pandemic restrictions and weather conditions,
will not be possible before Spring 2021.
It would also be extremely important to gather a significant amount of data for test
purposes only. The inference tests performed for this dissertation were adequate
but in order to guarantee completely unbiased test results, the test set should be
one that the model never had contact with before.
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• Due to the results obtained and displayed in chapter 5, the Near Infra Red and
Thermal bands were the most explored. Despite this, the results do not implicate
that the best approach to implement the desired system is exclusively based on
these two bands data. Studies should be performed to understand if combining and
making use of both Near-IR and Red Edge bands could introduce more information
and be beneficial to the overall system. This could prove to be extremely relevant
and eventually replace the Near-IR band detection as the visible fire detector.
It would also be vital to understand with additional studies if the detections per-
formed with the Near-IR model can, in the future, correspond to all visible fire
areas. This is an extremely important aspect that if assured, will improve the rekin-
dle detection and guarantee much more reliable and robust results.
• The implemented thermal detection, that has a major role on this dissertation, is
implemented making use of an alignment method that may not be suited for future
captured images. A different approach must be realised to acquire a more gener-
alised image alignment method, capable of producing more cohesive and robust
results.
• Despite showing good detection results, even for low intensity fires, the presented
model does not present a final solution for detecting and differentiating rekindle
areas. The detection of high temperature areas that do not present fire characteris-
tics was successfully performed. However, this process does not guarantee that the
detected areas are all future rekindle areas and currently cannot be used in real life
scenarios. Further studies need to be performed in order to recognise from these
areas, the ones that are more propitious to initiate fire outbreaks.
• As it was mentioned in the Experimental Results section 5.3.4, the model imple-
mented reveals some difficulties localising certain fire instances that are covered
by larger trees for example. One way to counter this issue is by having the UAV,
that is responsible for collecting the data, moving according to its surroundings. It
would be ideal to implement a model that, with access to the 3D data, was able to
recognise the best areas to collect the most complete ground images and move the
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